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This report is a description of the acceptance checkout equipment, spacecraft computer program-
ing systems which provide for centralized control using the acceptance checkout equipment, space-
craft hardware system for spacecraft checkout ;perations and for independent and integrated
lunar module and command and service module systems testing. The acceptance checkout equipment,
spacecraft computer programing requirements, a functional description of the software imple-
mentation, including major additions during the past year, some problem areas which have dictated
this particular implementation, and the role of the res_pezJ ivc..zontractors are presented.
In particular, the acceptance checkout equipment spacecraft utilization at the Kennedy Space
Center (KSC) launch area is described as being ropresent.ative for all acceptance checkout equip-
ment spacecraft installations at the various sites; however, specific mission references have
been omitted, and spacecraft configuration i, ? entified only as that suitable for Apollo lunar
landing.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of each new manned spacecraft program there comes a growing awareneie of
the ever-increasing complexity of tasks relating to integrated acceptance testing and preflight
checkout. of complex spacecraft systems and subsystems.
Many separate and interacting measurements and diagnostic tests must be performed on each space-
craft system before it can be accepted for mating with other systems into a completed spacecraft.
Numerous additional measurements must be made, and testing must, be performed upon the assembled
7,pacecraft to assure the integrity of the system and to verify the capability to perform the
intended mission. The problems relating to the checkout of a spacecraft intended for a manned-
flight mission are further compounded by the necessity of achieving maximum system reliability
and thereby minimizing the risk to human life.
The magnitude of the Apollo command, service, and lunar module checkout requirements precludes
utilization of conventional testing methods. Testing of the Apollo spacecraft and lunar module
by manual operation of individual test equipment and devices would be time consuming and costly
and would not provide the capability of interrelating various test results. Manual analysis of
the many thousands of individual test results and measurements would not only be time consuming,
but could also reduce the reliability of the test effort because of possible human error.
The acceptance checkout equipment spacecraft (ACE-SCL 	 - Yrogr r^frlg ^ystem has been devel-
oped to minimize these problems in the checkout of the complex Apollo spacecraft systems and is
the subject of this lecture.
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II. ACE-SC COMPUTER PROGRAM liGQULHL ,;M10,N 1 1 1S AND DEV111,0PMLNT
A. ORIGINAL REQUIREMENTS 	
,
The requirements placed on ACE-SC for the initial computer programir g system were based on a
concept for providing computer or manually controlled checkout of •l:ke Apollo spacecraft system.
Also included was the concept of testing several systems simultaneously from one control,station.
Therefore, original computer programing requirements provided for the following capabilities.
1. Sending a wide variety of stimuli to the spacecraft from many system consoles independ-
ently in real time
2. Response monitoring by the downlink of several hundred spacecraft parameters in real time
3. Processing of these SC parameters in, real time for display in various formats and record-
ing of both raw and specially processed lata
4. Complete test documentation
1. First ACE-SC Computer Program
Theses requirements dictated the development of" a real-time package using basic symbolic
language and providing the following features.
a. Basic monitor and control programs to include all real-time checkout requirements
b. Subroutines designed specifically to meet the spacecraft contractor checkout require-
ments, generalized for use on any spacecraft
e. Parameter inputs for both command and response table buildup to accommodate mandatory
changes (The initial system was capable of real-time rrocessing for display of approxi-
mately 450 measurements.)
Inherent in this system was the ,requirement 'and the capability for complete verification that,10
the ACE-ILC computer programs meet their specified requirements and that they could not.be
altered during on-line test operations.
b
B. MAJOR REVISIONS TO INITIAL REQUIREMENTS
Major revisions to the initial design were indicated by the following developments.
1. Increase in SC contractor measurements requirements
2. SC contractor requirements for special subroutines, such as the following:
a. Closed-loop testing of the Apollo guidance and navigation system
b. Static firing of service propulsion system (SPS) engines
c. Controlling of simulated altitude tests
d. Emergency detanking of the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks
e. Special handling of uplink commands; that is, multiple commands, momentary appli-
	
,.,	 nation of commands, and conditional application of commands
a
1. :iecond ACE-SC Computer Prugrarn
Th" following changes to the initial system do . ; ign g roi.nd rule s were dl Ct.ated becau ;e of
computer memory constraints caused by developments already defined.
a. The Executive Program was modified to handle phasing of teat req,iirement.s.
.y . Control programs and subprograms were rewritten with emphasis upon, optim ,.:r utiliza-
tion of memory by integrating subroutines.
c. Pa: •ameter formats and tables were changed.
C. REQUIREMENTS TODAY
After experience was gained utilizing this computer programing system, operational problems arri
the nee( for more efficient methods dictated the following additional requirements.
1. Closed-loop automatic sequences
2. More flexibility for varied combinations of tests to be run simultaneously
3. Data availability in optimized formats for quicker turnaruund from thc• post-test ata-
reduction facilities
4. Many special processing requirements for vrcr • ious g paceeraft subHystems
Aidtr,rim l . — I rust hodrl or	 1-111	 i r ^N r ruler
6.	 Incrensed efficiency in the , test pro,Nrrun vr , r • i f'1 ­0.1On pr(wes:s
1. Hardware and Software Changes to Meet Additional Hequiroment:
The block II ACE-SC computer programing system, which is the basis for this lecture, refers
to the ACE-SC software configuration which hri:3 evolved from these requirements including
(1) computer programs to provide automatic test sequences; (2) modification to the pulse
cone modulation (PCM) decommutator which providos direct f1c-cess to the external memory bank,,
of the ACE-GC computc • r systr-m; ("j) use r,f nnty,n^'1.1: tripe an a rnas: 3 m#-mor •y device because (X
memory constraints ; and (4) a need ror r1:0.a c • „rripr • : ► :: 1 "rr	 to r• 1111anCr ^,,:{t, - t,r•;; t,
processing capabilitie©.
The ACE-SC downlink computer system used pr ior to the PCM d­ •()r••,mu1.r0.or• rnf,dl f i ­ ? 0. i (,n — in , : " I -
ousl;y cot trolled the input of decomrnutated PCM data, selected and relocated the data to hr
processed, and then output all display data to the cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors. It
should be emphasized that in this system operation the majority of data entry and response
interpretation is performed by control room operator personnel.
With the advent of the block II ACE-SC program, many command operations have become automatic,
that is, programed, predetermined operations to be executed by the computer. Thus, complete
command generation, transmission, and monitoring of the appropriate downlink response can
now be performed automatically (for certain specified operations) by the 160G computers. In
addition, because of the hardware modification of the decommutator, the downlink ACE-SC com-
puter has been freed from much of the burder, of data input, relocation, and processing. The
decommutetor now possesses the capability to perform certain of these operations and store
the result directly in computer memory; subsequently, the basic function of the downlink
computer has become the maintenance of a compressed digital-data tape for post-test data
reduction and of the special downlink subroutines for special real-time processing and dis-
play of spacecraft data,
The compressed-data tape contains a record of all PCM data which are processed by the down-
link ACE-SC computer. These data are recorded in digital form in contrast to the analog
F
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recording performed by the F'h1400 recorders. Thc • compri• sued data are available immediately
after completion of the test since the tape 1:; Chi- uut.put of tu, on- limn r eal-tiine operatic n.
III. F'UNCTIONAI, DE.",Cl HOVION
The basic ACE-SC software configuration for SC testin g, is illustrated in figure 1. As shown in
the diagram, there are two main control program ,, which, in turn, are controlled by a systems mon-
itor. The system described is what is called the block II ACE-SC software system. This block II
system was built around three modifications: (1) the decommutator direct-access modification;
(2) the addition of the capability to automate SC testing in a closed-loop mode (adaptive inter-
communication); and (3) the modification of the downlink program to provide for data compression.
(Position of figure 1)
For actual SC testing, the software system consists of the framework shown in figure 2 plus many
additional subprograms. All of the programs to be utilized in an SC test are stored on a tape
which is referred tc as the test file tape (TF"T'). Portions of this tape, including system moni-
tor, uplink and downlink control, and ADAP control (subprogram) Fire actually loaded from the tape
arid remain resident in core; other programs contained on the TPT are loaded by the monitor and
executed as needed (normally as a result of an operator call-in of the prop,rsm).
(Position o' figure 2)
This philosophy of test storage and call-in is especially applicable to automatic sequences. The
automatic op^rations desired are stored in groups on magnetic tapes. Each group consist~ of one
or more automatic test sequences; each sequence consists of one or more subsets for the computer
to execute. In essence, the sequences are programs which simulate the entry of data through the
data entry system. A single entry fron the cc,ntrol room can activate a sequence of operations
to be perform°d by the computer. These operations may involve command generation and transmis-
sion and subsequent monitoring of downlink responses before the next sequence of operations is
executed, or may involve monitoring of downlink responses and command generation on the results
of the monitoring. Thus, using this philosophy of testing, an entire subsystem can be checked
automatically if adequate test points are available.
A. UPLINK CONTROL PROGRAM
The uplink control program provides the capability for the ACE-SC system to interpret and act
upon a command which may be generated manually in the control room or automatically from an acti-
vF.ted test sequence. These commands instruct the computer to modify memory or request some
action to occur in the spacecraft or associated ground support equipment (GSE). Test commands
are initiated by the selection to activate random testing (START) modules located on the various
system consoles or by preprogramed sequences which simulate the START modules. In either case,
the uplink control program (in conjunction with uplink subroutines) receives the digital word
and decoc.es it to select the desired action (activate a subroutine, generate a relay closure,
form a command word to generate an analog signal, and so on). Upon deciding what the desired
action was, if it was necessary to require some action to occur in the spacecraft or GSE, a digi-
tal commend message is formed for transmission to the SC. Each message is transmitted redun-
dantly ;o one of three command links, depending on where the message is to be sent. The uplink
control also provides the logic to receive the verification that each message is properly re-
ceived by the digital test con...,and system; in turn it notifies the control room equipment of
command verification and files on the uplink command file tape pertinent information with respect
to the conunand for a complete test history. In the event that the verification reply indicates
a malfunction in the command transmission, the command is retransmitted a predetermined number
of times, each time waiting for the verif-.cation of proper message delivery with the resulting
pertinent information filed. The uplink control program also contains the necessary linkage to
the various uplink subprograms required for a particular test, intercommunication with the down-
link system, and all possible checks and protections to pr^vent the generation of erroneous
I
commands to the spacecraft. Incl acrd 1:: the capebi I i L y to rec4iv o 'r e4inLrol room, pro^gr yun, r.1111
SC configuration status in the event of ACE-SC hardwar,- frni lure.
B. DOWNLINK CONTROL PROGRAM
This program (fig. 3), in association with its subprograms, provides the capability to receive
from the decommutation equipment the incoming digital PCM data, which represent the real-time
status of spacecraft and GSE systems. The downlink programs process selected portions of these
data, as defined in the test requirements, for display in engineering units on control room
alphanumeric CRT displays. Selected portions of these data are processed for display on the
computer-driven event lights, event recorders, and analog meters and recorders. All measurements
are output upon significant data change to the digital compressed-data tapes for post-test proc-
essing. The downlink program also interprets the preprocessed limit-checking capability of the
decowmutator for blinking of out-of-limits conditions on the CRT displays. Included is the logic
for intercommunication with the uplink for automatic command initiation upon detection of pre-
defined conditions from the space-craft parameters. The capability is also provided to send spe-
cial predefined error conditions for critical parameters to uplink to be filed on the command
file tape.
(Position of figure 3)
C. Di COMMUTATOR
The Decommutator Program provides the capability for the decommutator to receive and synchroniz,:
on the incoming PCM stream and to route each par.uneter directly to the computer external memory
and directly to the control room display devices. This provides redundancy for critical measure-
ment display. The Decommutator Program nor provides the additional capability of checking each
parameter for out-of-limits conditions based o: ► prespecified upper and Lowe- limits and of flag-
ging the downlink computer of each of these conditions. Also, the Decommutator Program checks
each event measurement for a change of state and checks each analog measurement for a change of
1.57 percent. In each case it notifies the downlink computer of these changes so that downlink
can transmit all changed data to the digital compressed-data tapes for post-test processing.
D. REAL-TIME MONITOR
71is program is designed to load initially the entire uplink/downlink and Decommutator Program
systems and thereafter provide a means of rapidly changing computer load to satisfy the specific
test requirements. The monitor is completely resident and operates on a noninterference basis
with the control programs. Since the present ACE-:.0 software system operates under the philos-
ophy of utilizing a digital tape as an extended computer memory, the monitor provides the mech-
anization necessary to call specific subroutines into a core, complete reloads of (1) uplink
(consisting of programs or parameters or both); (P) CRT annotation alternate loads; (3) decom-
mutator alternate loads for Decommutator Prcgrams of different telemetry bit rates; (4) altomatF ­l
test sequences; and (5) downlink (consisting of programs, parameters, and CRT annotation or any
combination of the three). Checks are made by the monitor to insure that proper loads can and/
or have been achieved.
E. ADAPTIVE INTERCOMMUNICATION CONTROL SUBROUTINE (ADAP)
This feature is a prime example of a change to the ACE-SC software during the last year (fig. 4).
The ADAP has not deviated from the concept of command transmission and response monitoring, but
has altered the manner in which the operation is performed. In essence, ADAP has added a degree
of sophistication and automation to the existing ACE-SC software system. In pre-ADAP operations,
commands to spacecraft systems were entered in the ACE-SC system by the data entry equipment in
(Position of figure 4)
the control room. Responses were received, processed, and displayed uy downlink of ACE-SC. The
majority of data interpretation, evaluation, decisions of actions to be taken, and so on, was
performed by control room personnel in compliance with operational checkout procedures. With
F
the evolution of ADAP, many of these operations can now b y perf()rmvd by tht • ACE-:;r, computer ry:>-
tem operating in a closed-loop fashion. 	 Thus, pr-It-tcrminf-d e(mirnrtn(l: ^ r •r in tr y, rtut o ►mutical ly tr'tn.,-
mitted and the corresponding response:, monitored.	 Thr r, ::ult:. tai' otjoh m(ir ► it•tiring, pr • nev::, vs
determine which of the alternative courses of not i4+n rlr •e to be I,r►kon. Conso -quent,Iy, ADAI' n  It ow. •
the automation of portions of an operational cheekout provedure (o(719.
The functions of ADAP are stated simply. The AUAI' subprogram can simulate START executiors
(relay and command starts), monitor PCM data, and display messagAs on the CRT. Various ccndi-
tions can be specified for the monitoring operation and alternative courses of action to be
taken can be established, depending upon the result of the monitoring process. In effect, these
alternatives specify the sequence in which the parameters are to be processed. In additicn to
stipulating the sequence of execution, the parameters can specify fixed-time delays to be
observed before proceeding with processing; ADAP can also be commanded to wait until a PCM meas-
urement satisfies a stated condition before contin •ling with processing.
IV. DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMING SYSTEM TO SUPPORT SC TEST REQUIRI34ENTS
As described, the real-time programing system (fill information contained on a TFN contains all
ACE-SC programs utilized for a ^;pacecraft test. This section include3 general descriptions of
the programs required to generate, verify, modit'y, and compile SC test programs. The assumption
should be made here that the detailed requirements needed for a spacecraft test program have
been received. Our goal is to take these requirements; process, compile, and assc4ble them; and
verify that a test program (TM') is available to meet the detailed SC test, requirements. The
name TFT is derived from the fact that the programing information is grouped in files on the
tapes (control programs, subprograms, alternate loads, online system programs, and so on). An
illustration of a TFT format is shown in figure 5. The first file of the tape is the aut,-)-load
(Position of figure 5)
file. It consists of the systems monitor, uplink control program, and downlink calibration
table. The loading of this file is initiated by the bootstrap circuitry of the uplink 160G com-
puter; as soon as the file is loaded into core, program control is transferred to the system
monitor. The monitor then loads the rest of the TFT, utilizing instructions from operator per-
sonnel. These instructions are communicated to the monitor by the communications start (C-START)
in the computer room.
The remainder of the files on the tape contain information associated with test cards; there is
mane file for each test card. The term test card stems from the fact that the TFT is produced
using binary cards as the basic source of data. The cards are arranged in files wh;^h have test
cards as file identifiers; thus, even though the TFT is indeed a binary tape, the card terminol-
ogy is still utilized when, referring to the tape. The test card provides identification which
indicates the function that is associated with the particular file. The body of the file con-
sist3 of a program and/or parameters, overlays, annotations, and so on, or the intercommunication
(IC) sequences contained in an ADAP group. Attention should now be focused upon the actual proc-
ess of preparing a tape.
Detailed formats are defined for each checkout requirement of the SC contractor. The requirements
p an be categorized into three major areas (fig. 6): (1) the control programs are the basis for
any TFT and are used from SC to SC; (2) subprograms are mechanized from subprogram specif-cations
%pproved by NASA and generated by a contractor. Tiese subprograms handle each unique processing
2apability defined as an ACE-SC requirement and also are used from SC to SC; and (3) the param-
eters vary from SC to SC and are supplied as program requirements for each spacecraft to be tested.
Phese parameters are supplied in several decks of cards defined by predetermined formats. The
parameters contain such items as measurements to bq processed, the subprogram which processes
them, display requirements for each measurement or function, commands to be generated, command
termination addresses, command execution addresses, filing requirements, measurement limits,
:, alibrati:)ns, and so on. Upon receipt of the SC program requirements TFT generation begins. It
is here that the support programs Flay a vital role. Although each TFT could be generated by
rnand, the constraints on comput e r tim ,• , th ,• nurrio-r of vrrors in hraid w , ,rk, lAril thr: mynpriwer
requirements dictate the requirement for automitt, ­ 1 i'f's' Lri • nl- ration. Th , r1 ­ 1 Iii led steps rec.uir«•u
(Position of figure f ► )
to prepare a TFT and station configuration for a specific spacecraft checkout are shown it.
figure 7.
(Position of figure Y)
The following is a brief description of the programs and operations which go into the generation
of the master card deck from which the TFT is made.
Generation of these decks includes the four following interrelated operations.
1. Control room patching and labeling (CORPAL) processing and Decommutator Program gener-
ation
2. Downlink parameter processing
3. ADAP parameter processing
4. Uplink parameter processing
Normally, the Downlink Parameter Check Program is run first. The input to this program consists
of Che SC program requirements cards. The progran, chocks the cards fcr format errors and so
on and provides a linking of these errors. The primary outputs of this program are as follows.
1. Descriptor tape fir post-test processing
2. Downlink parameters check tape
3. Downlink equates
These outputs will be utilized as inputs for other support pr,..;:ams.
One usage of the downlink parameters check tape is the running of CORPAL Programs. The tape
checks the cards for errors, providing a listing of such, and produces the control room Patching
and labeling listings. The CORPAL processor uses either programing requirements cards or the
check tape as an input (normally the check tape). The output of CORPAL provides control room
configuration and patching information and the analog and event routing addresses which will be
utilized as an input for the Decommutator Program compiler. It should be noted that these rout-
ing addresses are display addresses and are not downlink computer direct-access addresses; down-
link computer dir ect-access addresses are assigned by the check program,.
The Decor-unutator Program compiler will be discussed next. The output of this program provides
a Decommutator Program listing and the binary Decommutator Program and locator deck for inclusion
in the master binary deck. The Decommutator Program compiler uses the output of CORPAL Fart IV
and of the check tape for inputs. The check tape contains information which includes the prime
frame, link, time slot, sample rate, limits, and so on, for the PCM measurements obtained from
the programing requirements process specification (PRPS) cards; it alao contains the 169G ' direct-
access addresses which were assigned by the Parameter Check Program. The check tape information
and display routing addresses provided by CORPAL , part IV allow the Decomrautator Program compiler
to produce the Decommutator Program listing, Decommutator Program binary deck, and locator deck.
As mentioned, the binary and locator decks will subsequently be included in the master binary
deck.
The check tape is also used as an input to the downlink parameter compiler. The latest verLion
of the compiler requires only the check tape for tin input. The compiler provides listings, bi-
nary decks, and locator decks for downlink parameters and the downlink. Scope annotations. The
decks also will be incorporated in the master binary deck.
Another output of the Parameter 'heck Progrl.m Is t.h ,, L!i1m , cant-n i n i nN rnovtsuroment i dent i t' i cat i (in
(ID) equates for downlink. These equates spec • l t',y 	 166, otddreu. • , , s as::I^neJ t•^
measurement ID-link contained on the PHPS cardo.
Tne downlink rquate tape i:; used as one of t.ao input.,; to Lhe ADAP- Downl ink Equmt.v ;trip I'rogr:un.
The second input to the strip program is the output of the ADAI' Part"neter Check Program.
The output of the ADAP check consists of V.e error: by ADAP check; they are input along with
the downlink equate tape to the ADAP-downlink equate strip program. Some ADAP parameter cards
specify downlink measurement ID's to be monitored by ADAP. The purpose of the Strip Program is
to provide the cross referencing information for ADAP measurement ID's and downlink measurement
ID's. Thin enables ADAP to find the PCM data associated with the measurement ID that is to be
monitored.
When the ADAP measurement ID equate cards have been produced by the Strip Program, the AN*
p::_-ameter compiler can be run. Two of its inputs are the error-checked ADAP parameter cards
and the ADAP measio-ement ID equate cards; a third input is a basic equate deck which is asso-
ciated with the compiler itself. The resulting output of the compiler is the ADAP parameters
binary deck to be included in the master binary deck. A locator deck is also provided by the
compiler.
Another binary deck required for the master deck is the one containing the uplink parameters.
Generation of this deck is independent of the ADAP-downlink Decommutator Program operations.
These parameters are generated by the uplink parameter compiler using the uplink programing
requirement3 card information as an input. The resulting output of the uplink parameter com-
piler is the binary cards for the uplink parameters.
As has been described, the master binary deck is assembled, incorporating all the various
binary decks for the subprograms, control programs, ADAP groups, locator decks, and so on. This
deck is subsequently input to the master tape mt:.ker program and the Edit Check Program along
with downlink calibration cards. The output of the Edit Check Program provides a listing of
calibrations, limit changes, and suppr f-ssed data, and, of course, the TFT.
The preceding paragraphs have describea the production of test file tapes. Ther e are other
nonreal-time operations which are performed utilizing the TFT, which has been produced by the
process gust described. These operations involve the TFT utility programs (UTL-004) as shown
in figv- e 8.
(Position of figure 8)
;.	 This program (UTL- m4) contains the following options. The first option provides the capability
to list the contents of a TFT by files on the line printer. The program performs limited tape
format error checks, primarily checking to ineure that the files conform to the standard formats.
The checks involved in producing the l i.nting are strictly format checks and in no way verify
the results of the Edit Check Program with regard to editing the ADAP, downlink, and decommutator
files. The process ,just described produces an online listing of the TFT. An alternate output
of this .itility program is a binary coded decimal (PCD) tape for offline listing of the tape.
The second option of this utility program provides up to three copies of a TFT with a second
pass option of performing a bit-to-bit comparison of the copies against the original. The final
option available provides comparison of two test file tapes (normally a newly produced tape
against an older tape) with a printout of the differences. Because of the nature of a tape
edited by edit check, a seemingly small change in input requirements can cause major differences
in test file tapes. For example, a change of calibration can completely alter the addresses in
the downlink calibration table. This is reflected in the downlink parameters as a changed lo-
cation in each downlink parameter set which has calibration address. The program will compare
each file on the tapes on a one-for-one basis. If a file ha , been added or deleted, operator
action is required for the adjustment. If two files de compare, the test cards will be printed
along with a statemert saying the files compare. If the two files do not compare, the utility
program will print the test cards and provide a list by card column and 12-bit data word for
those locations that do not compare.
F
Tr.at effort aLd those types of proorhms required to I;t •neruto, r i 'i Kr IvIvi . bvcn descrlhed in Rrr.-
eral. To summarize, this process requiren (1) tightly controlled subprogrmm.; (1) central pro-
grams; (3) parameter inputs per predefined formats; and (4) the utility programs to genorute,
compile, and edit these various items into a tare. Now the total ACE-SC system verification
process begins. As shown in figure '), this generPily requires 4 weeks.
(Position of figure 9)
The requirements for program verification are as follows.
1. Verify that each ACE-SC test program and/or SC TFT meets its specified requirements and
can be certified for use as an operational program to be inecr , porated into the official
ACE-SC computer program library for SC testing.
2. A software subprogram and program tape verification, certification, and acceptance team
shall witness and accept the completed program.
3. Each verification shall he performed in accordance with written operational procedures.
4. Certify that all subprograms which are used to test SC hardware have been adequately
verified.
To meet these objectives, verification is broken into two verification phases. Phase I verifi-
cation consists of five parts.
1. Downlink Verification
Us..; PCM simulator tapes as an input to the decommutation system verify that (1) all
meas.Lemer.ts are decommutated and rov.ted to the proper control room displays; (2) all meas-
urements are routed properly to the computer; (3) each downlink subprogram meets its specifi-
cation requirements using the simulated data; ( 1+) compressed-data tape filing is a-,hieved
properly; and ;5i CRT display is achieved properly.
2. Uplink Verification
Each spacecraft stimulus is initiated by using the control room START modules or an auto-
mated subroutine. Each command generated is recorded for analysis to assure proper sequence,
that the correct address and only that address was transmitted, that each analog function
was generated properly, and that all pertinent information for each command was filed prop-
erly.
3. Verification of Automated Sequences
Using PCM simulator tapes, each preprogramec automated sequence is run to determine that only
the correct actions were taken as a result of a measurement data change, proper time delays
are used, display of the sequence is proper,,and all required filing is achieved.
4. Verification of Control Room Patching
Since e utility program is used to generate the control room patching requirements, each
display or control device is exercised to insure that display and control Pre patches, to the
proper modules.
Upon completion of Phase I verification we are assured that the test programs do indeed meet
their requirement specification. At this time Phase II verification is begun. During this phase
of testing, any subprograms which were shown as open items (those subprograms en.'_ automated se-
quences which were not previously verified) must oe functionally verified.
I
Phase 1I verification utilizes tht- ACE:-SC ground station, the 1 1tiR:se 1 ver! Pied pruer p=3, and it  I
auLOCiatt`,i GGE'.. "'his test demon Crates software /hiiMmart! - • ump,itibi I i f. •y OI • Uh f -	 uy::tern:
(1) hardware/software timing compatibility; (2) uplink/downlink computer 111tercommunicaticn
chpability; and (3) ACE-SC system to GOE compatibility.
The basic procedures for Phase lI verification are " follows.
1. System compatibility is demonstrated, by using the verified test tape, utilizing Nerifi-
cation procedures generated by the SC cuntractor.
c. Verification is demonstrated by initiating commands as required by the appropriatt
checkout procedures and monitoring uplink response and analysis of command file tape.
Downlink verification will be accomplished by monitoring appropriate displays in the
control room per OCP.
Sutisfactory completion of the system compatibility verification demonstrates ACF-CC system
readiness for SC testing.
As was mentioned, our goal is to properly prepare and verify ACE-SC test programs to meet the
requirements for SC testing on schedule. To aid in meeting the goal, mayor emphasis has been
placed on the following areas.
1. Me,ke maximum use of offline assemblers and compilers to generate the real-time program.
2. tise all possible previously verified subroutines from the library system.
3. No online compiler-interpreter programs, as all functions must be predefined, prepro-
gramed, and completely verified.
As a result we now Iiave a turnaround time of approximately 6 weeks from required submittal to
verified test tape and station configuration (2 weeks of program preparation, 2 weeks of software
verification, 2 weeks of hardware/software compatibility verification).
The operation grid ve-i fic-ation of the test progr • +uw; han bf• en discussed lisnuming wo have the r­
qul cement s.	 The teat regui rement. gern-rrit.Ion w I I I nl)w fit- 111 tsc.uniit-d .
V. TEST REQUIREMENTS GENERATION
The SC contractors have the responsibility for generation of test requirements. These are docu-
mented originally in the form of process specifications for each subsystem on the SC. These
process specifications are then interpreted by the software integration groups at the contractor
facilities into functions to be performed by the ACE-SC systems. Basically, these functions are
broken down into several areas: (1) measurements to be monitored; (2) display requirement-;
(3) de±ailed arithmetic and computational requirements; (4) filing requirements; (5) commands to
be generated; (6) actions to be taken (either display or command generation based on out of limits
conditions); and (7) diagnostic requirements. These are further broken down into subprogram
specifications for each function to be performed (computation, display, tolerance checking, com-
mand operations) and the detailed parameters to operate with each of thes-: subprograms (fig. 10).
(Position of figure 10)
The subprogram specifications are given to NASA for review and approval for implementation by a
contractor. After subprogram preparation and verification, these subprograms are placed into the
ACE-SC library system for use in SC test programs.
The detailed parameter requirements for each individual SC test program and the applicable sub-
programs are specified in the form of program requirements documents from the SC contractors. At
this time, the ACE-SC contractor begins the program preparation for that SC test program.
r
VI. CONFIGUTI ATION MANAGIr I-W.'
Tr.e configuration management for ACE-SC computer programs is based on the Apollo philosopi.y
tr.at tests which will ultimately be performed at KSC are to be exercised using the same ecuip-
ment and procedure at the contractor and NASA locati-ins. This practice takes on two different
aspects: (1) control of test requirements and (P) control of computer programs and test tapes.
1. Since the SC contractors are charged with the responsibility for development of ACE '..!st
requirements and many of the same requirements are used at K^C as are used at the factory,
the contractor-furnished subprogram specifications are required identically at both lo-
cations for several SC. The SC contractors maintain the control of their specifications
at all facilities.
2. The control programs used on ACE-SC are used at all sites and are maintained in the
official library system. The t:!hprograms and control program, once verified and accepted
ty NASA, are entered into the ACE-SC library system and also distributed tn all applica-
ble sites. The ACE-SC contractor maintains its software management and its software
configuration management centrally at Houston and, through the use of software change
notices, a software change control board (SCCB), and the ACE-SC library system, insures
that any required change to a control program or subprogram is made in the ACE-SC library
tapes and that it is expedited to all sites.
3. 'lest program tapes are verified at the location where they are to be used and are im-
pounded by the responsible quality assurance agency at that site.. All changes in test
programs require a formal approval cycle prior to incorpr , ration and formal verification
of the change prior to use in SC testing.
VII. CONCI,US:ONS
The acceptance checkout equipment spacecraft. ecxnpid.t-r • pro^Nr^unInw, iiynte-mo havi- tht • f'OIIow1ng rul-
vantages.
A. REDUCTION IN TEST TIME
1. The systems are capable of monitoring all critical data simultaneously.
2. The monitoring of data ..y computers minimizes human observation time by calling attention
to deviation in tolerance and provides automated controlling of critical functions.
3. The use of standarized programs at factory and launch sites with only parameter changes
from test to test reduces turnaround time for recyclin g tests and for reprograming from
SC to ISC.
k. Reduces postcheck and data analysis time by making available tt,e complete tent data t.sip­
for near real-time quick-look analysis by test personnel or complete reconstruction cif'
a test.
B. AVAILF.BILITY
1. Softwa-^e is modular in construction; that is, standarized control programs are used at
all sites with associated subprograms.
2. The use of compilers to take parametric input generates new test tapes with a minimum
turnaround time.
3. Any program can be run on any ,ACE-SC station.
PF
1C. REDUCTION IN COST
1. CentraliLation of programing effort using any manpower at any site to solve a peak load
at another site allows minimum manpower levels.
2. Use of standarized programs from site to site insures that minimum effort is required to
develop programs for each site.
3. Configuration management allows a change required at one site to be incorporated at
a:L1 sites.
D. CAPABILITY TO MEET FUTURE NEEDS
1. The use of modular software permits easy addition of programs to meet future requirements.
2. The concept of test phasing (rapid call-in/call-out) of specific sequences allows much
growth potential.
3. hardware is modular in concept so that additional memory or other components in system
would be compatible With present computer programs.
4. The use of uffline compilers to handle parametric input to generalized subprograms pro-
vi.des the capability to add parameters which complete the reprograming.
This information reflects the current status of ACE-SC computer programs. However, continuing
changes in spacecraft hardware and test procedures and therefore in ACE-SC operations will cause
eventual modifications. One of these presently foreseen is the addition of a mass m.-mory device,
which would be used to store more of the automated sequences and programs for rapid call-in pf
many routines to facilitate changing test loads. This mass memory device could also be used for
enhancing the automation of the ACE-SC oAeration and for rapid access to data for near real-time
processi.ig.
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Figure 1 .- ACE system operational program organization.
